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We want to thank the referees and Prof. Kelly for their detailed and helpful feedback.
We fully comply with most of the comments with one important exception: The im-
pression that this study is only of local importance and limited to our 6-ha study site.
Obviously, we did not sufficiently explain the motivation and relevance of our modeling
approach.

We used the artificial catchment ’Chicken Creek’ with relatively well-defined conditions
simply for developing a more general modeling idea. At this experimental site and
within a special collaborative research center (SFB/TRR 38, Gerwin et al. 2009, Ger-
win et al. 2011), a relatively large data base could be established during the critical
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initial construction phase of a catchment. These conditions allow a better testing of
novel ideas of structure model development than alternative natural catchments. Of
course, the ’Chicken Creek’ catchment is a unique experimental site. Nevertheless,
our modeling approach is more general and in principle not restricted to this catch-
ment: (i) The technological processes described in the structure generator model are
ubiquitous: they are occuring everywhere where unconsolidated sediments are moved
and dumped. This applies not only for most of the world’s open cast mining areas,
but also for landfills and construction sites, among other larger scale earth moving op-
erations. The presented structure modeling approach can be adapted to any of the
above situations. (ii) Furthermore, the presented study can lead the way for similar
studies that are trying to link a structure generator approach with the functionality of an
advanced geological modelling software. This is, of course, not limited to technogene
structures, but can be adopted as a simplifying modeling of sediment structures that
result from geomorphological process or for other geological settings possibly using
results of more detailed geomorphological and geological process models. The paper
of Michael et al. 2010, although focussing on turbidite fan modeling, has been an ex-
ample for such a novel strategy. Other examples are in the field of 3D soil landscape
modeling (e.g., Grunwald et al. 2000, Minasny and McBratney 2006).
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